Regulators and the plaintiff’s bar have frequently been critical of issuer revenue recognition practices. Typically, after negative earnings reports or announcements of financial restatements, regulators and private plaintiffs, employing the benefits of hindsight, evaluate issuers’ financial statements and disclosures in a search for indicia of actionable financial fraud, including “managed earnings.” The economic forces of the early 1990s generated pressures that led to numerous examples of overaggressive revenue recognition practices, often met by swift and typically stiff regulatory responses. Former SEC Chairman Arthur Levitt characterized these pressures in his famous “Numbers Game” speech, “In a market that is unforgiving of companies that miss their [Wall Street analysts’] estimates,” “the motivation to meet Wall Street earnings expectations may overrid[e] common sense business practices.” As corporate America approaches the end of fiscal year 2008, the needle on the economic compass again points to difficult economic times. And with it, a pause for a thoughtful look at revenue recognition policies and practices—by financial reporting professionals, audit committees that oversee their work, and executives that sign Sarbanes-Oxley Act certifications—is warranted.

I. OVERVIEW

This article examines one practice that may be emblematic of improper earnings management: “channel stuffing.” Channel stuffing is the practice of bringing revenue forward from future fiscal periods by inducing customers to submit purchase orders in advance of when they would normally have done so. The obverse to channel stuffing, in contrast, are pull-in sales, which are existing orders shipped in the current quarter rather than in a later quarter as originally scheduled. Channel stuffing is not fraudulent per se. And it does not necessarily result in the improper recognition of revenue under GAAP. But “[c]hannel stuffing may amount to fraudulent conduct when it is done to mislead investors.” Revenues derived from channel stuffing (and pull-in sales) may also create disclosure obligations under Items 101(c)(1)(i) (“Description of Business”) and 303 (“Management Discussion and Analysis”) of Regulation S-K. However, provided that the sales at issue are unconditional and any rights of return are properly treated, the sales may properly be booked as revenue.

This article reviews recent enforcement actions and pronouncements to highlight issues and concerns that the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and related regulatory organizations, including the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB), historically have raised when issuers recognize revenues generated from channel stuffing sales...
It also offers various issues that financial reporting management may want to consider in analyzing sales, and potential revenue recognition abuses, when the results are pulled from an oversold inventory channel.

II. SEC ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS

As part of its financial reporting enforcement program, the SEC frequently sanctions issuers who recognize revenues that do not satisfy GAAP requirements. Sanctions for violations can be severe. Settlements in SEC enforcement actions have ranged from judgments imposing significant financial penalties and disgorgement of ill-gotten gains, to entry of civil injunctions, to officer and director bars, to bars from appearing and practicing before the Commission (pursuant to Rule 102(e)) imposed against market professionals and other gatekeepers, including lawyer and accountants. Four notable cases—SEC v. Bristol-Myers Squibb, Co.; In re Sunbeam; In re Microtune, Inc.; and SEC v. Symbol Technologies, Inc.—brought by the SEC against issuers and their management included allegations of improper recognition of sales achieved through channel stuffing practices. A review of these cases suggests that the SEC may sanction issuers for prematurely recognizing revenues derived from channel stuffing where issuers (i) include rights of return, (ii) have inadequate return reserves, or (iii) liberalize or abandon previous accounting policies, thereby creating significant revenue recognition risks.

A. SEC v. Bristol-Myers Squibb, Co.

The SEC sanctioned Bristol-Myers Squibb (“BMS”) and its senior management for allegedly engaging in a fraudulent scheme to overstated its sales and earnings in order to create the false appearance that the company had met or exceeded financial targets and earnings estimates established by Wall Street securities analysts. SEC v. Bristol-Myers Squibb, Co., Lit. Rel. No. 18820 (Aug. 4, 2004). BMS allegedly accomplished this by using improper accounting and by recognizing revenues from non-GAAP sales to its two largest wholesalers, including approximately $1.5 billion in revenue from sales achieved through “channel-stuffing.” In addition, BMS allegedly used “cookie jar” reserves16 to meet internal sales and earnings targets, again in an effort to meet analysts’ estimates.

BMS allegedly perpetrated a channel-stuffing scheme by:

- Selling excessive amounts of pharmaceutical products to its two biggest wholesalers ahead of demand near the end of every quarter in amounts sufficient to meet its targets (channel stuffing);
• Covering the wholesalers’ carrying costs;

• Guaranteeing the wholesalers a return on investment until they sold the products; and

• Recognizing $1.5 billion in revenue from these sales upon shipment, rather than on acceptance.

These concessions, however, introduced consignment-like contingencies into the sales, rendering the recognition of the sales as revenue non-GAAP compliant. BMS, according to the SEC’s allegations, materially understated its accruals for customer rebates as a result of the practices. The SEC filed an enforcement action in federal court against the company. In settling the action, BMS agreed to a $150 million civil penalty and shareholder payment, and a permanent injunction against future violations of certain provisions of the federal securities laws. BMS also agreed to various remedial measures, including appointing an independent auditor to oversee its accounting practices, financial reporting and disclosure processes. The SEC viewed BMS’s actions as “distort[ing] the true performance of the company and its medicines business on a massive scale and caus[ing] significant harm to [its] shareholders.”

B. In re Sunbeam

The SEC sanctioned Sunbeam and its senior management for allegedly orchestrating a scheme to create the illusion of a successful restructuring of the company to facilitate its sale at an artificially inflated price. In re Sunbeam Corp., Rel. No. 33-7976 (May 15, 2001). Sunbeam accomplished this goal by creating improper accounting reserves and by recognizing revenues from non-GAAP sales, with a portion of the improper revenue gain allegedly achieved through “channel-stuffing.”

Sunbeam allegedly initiated its channel stuffing program by offering reluctant distributors favorable concessions, including:

• “Bill and hold” rights;

• Payments for the cost of storage, shipment, and insurance of the product; and

• Return privileges, through explicit agreement or allegedly established practice.

These concessions, however, introduced contingencies into the sales, rendering them non-GAAP compliant for purposes of revenue recognition.
Applicable accounting criteria for bill and hold transactions require that (i) the buyer and not the seller must request the transaction on a bill and hold basis; (ii) the buyer must have a substantial business purpose for ordering the goods on a bill and hold basis; and (iii) the risks of ownership must have passed to the buyer. *Id.* (citing *In re Stewart Parness*, Rel. No. 34-23507 (Aug. 5, 1986)). Additional relevant factors for evaluating bill and hold transactions cited by the SEC included “whether [the seller] has modified its normal billing and credit terms for this buyer” and “the seller’s past experiences with and pattern of bill and hold transactions.” *Id.*

The SEC found that Sunbeam’s “bill and hold” transactions did not comply with the above criteria. First, Sunbeam induced customer orders by offering sales concessions and, accordingly, the buyers did not initiate the bill and hold sales. Second, buyers purchased the products in order to obtain Sunbeam’s concessions and, as a result, the SEC deemed Sunbeam’s inducement (i.e., offering a bill and hold sale) as not qualifying as a “substantial business purpose” of the buyer. Finally, the SEC noted that buyers did not accept the risks of ownership because Sunbeam, on many occasions, provided rights of return and paid the costs of insuring, storing, and shipping the product. The SEC ultimately concluded that Sunbeam’s channel stuffing campaign amounted to “little more than projected orders disguised as sales.” *Id.*

Once Sunbeam began offering its customers discounts and other incentives to induce them into placing purchase orders before they would otherwise have done so, according to the SEC, the company was forced to continue the program in subsequent quarters or face a substantial earnings shortfall. Sunbeam therefore continued to offer the above “bill and hold” incentives, which the SEC alleged effectively amounted to the company bearing “all costs associated with the product until the customers requested delivery.” *Id.*

*Sunbeam* demonstrates that while sales may generally comport with GAAP requirements, the economic stress created by pulling sales from future quarters can create enough pressure that management may be forced to include sales incentives to catch-up on “borrowed revenues,” thus making the “sales” non-GAAP compliant.

### C. *In re Microtune*

The SEC’s action against Microtune, Inc. demonstrates the degree of attention FAS 48\textsuperscript{19} requirements will receive when the Staff evaluates the merits of a channel stuffing program. *In re Microtune, Inc.*, Rel. No. 33-8596 (July 28, 2005). The SEC brought enforcement proceedings against Microtune for allegedly orchestrating a revenue-inflation scheme by entering into very favorable sales agreements with at least five distributors that included sales...
concessions, expanded rights of return, and extended payment terms. Microtune also overshipped product to at least two distributors in an effort to stuff its distribution channels.

The SEC’s Administrative Order noted that these liberal sales concessions were designed to induce Microtune’s customers and distributors to issue purchase orders for product quantities exceeding their inventory needs or demands. The sales concessions were conveyed to customers and distributors orally, by email, and through side agreements. Microtune offered expanded rights of return (characterized as “stock rotation” rights) and extended payment terms to its distributors. The Order included a detailed discussion of the FAS 48 requirements, noting that where the buyer has not paid the seller and has no obligation to pay until the product is resold, the seller cannot recognize revenue from the “sale.”

Because of the price protections and expanded rights of return included in side agreements with the distributors, Microtune’s product price was not substantially fixed, as required by FAS 48, or determinable at the date of sale. The SEC further discussed in detail the deliberate failure of certain senior Microtune managers to include the sales concessions in the purchase orders submitted to Microtune’s accounting department. In at least one instance, Microtune shipped unfinished product as part of an overshipment, but did not disclose to the accounting department the likelihood of returned product. In its Order, the SEC emphasized the timing of the transactions (near the end of the quarter or the fiscal year) and the negotiations between the parties, signaling that the understanding of the buyers/customers is a significant factor for consideration.

_In re Microtune_ suggests that the SEC will scrutinize the economic circumstances surrounding a transaction, the understanding of all of the parties to the transaction, and carefully evaluate FAS 48’s requirements when assessing revenue recognition judgments involving sales that appear to be the result of concerted channel stuffing programs.

**D. SEC v. Symbol Technologies, Inc.**

The SEC action against Symbol Technologies and eleven of its officers illustrates how the SEC may view critically departures from internal accounting policies in order to recognize revenues. _SEC v. Symbol Techs., Inc._, No. 04-2276 (E.D.N.Y. 2004). In its enforcement action, the SEC alleged that Symbol engaged in a variety of fraudulent practices, including

- Adjusting financial results to match management’s forecasts;
- Creating “cookie jar” reserves by artificially reducing operating expenses;
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• Engaging in channel stuffing in both product sales and customer services; and

• Manipulating inventory levels and accounting data to conceal the scheme’s adverse effect.

The SEC’s Complaint also carefully details instances where company personnel abandoned internal policies, including, among other practices:

• Granting resellers rights of return and contingent payment terms in side agreements whenever sales fell short of company targets;

• Shipping the wrong product when the product ordered by the customer was unavailable; and

• Backdating phony “bill and hold” letters from customers.

The Complaint further alleged that Symbol’s lack of adequate internal controls exacerbated the situation. Each area of the company performed its own finance function that fed directly into the financial reporting performed at the corporate level. The nine-claim complaint alleged violations of securities laws and internal company policies. Without admitting or denying the complaint’s allegations, Symbol entered a settlement with the SEC, whereby it paid a $37 million penalty and consented to a permanent injunction against future securities law violations. SEC v. Symbol Techs., Inc., Lit. Rel. No. 18734 (June 3, 2004).

Although pulling sales from future quarters may not always violate GAAP requirements, as the above actions illustrate, the SEC will scrutinize these practices (and the facts and circumstances surrounding them) to ensure that management has properly recognized revenue and adequately reserved for future returns.

III. STAFF ACCOUNTING BULLETIN NO. 101

SAB 101 is not a rule or standard as it was not subjected to the procedural due process protection of notice and comment. Moreover, SAB 101 disavows that it represents the views of the SEC Commissioners or the Commission itself. Revenue Recognition in Financial Statements, Rel. No. SAB 101 (Dec. 3, 1999). Nevertheless, it provides guidance as to the SEC Staff’s views in applying GAAP principles to revenue recognition, reminding issuers of a basic guideline that “revenue should not be recognized until it is realized or realizable and earned.” Id. at 3. And, as at least one influential commentator has noted, SAB 101 “fundamentally change[d] existing market practices.”
SAB 101 instructs that revenues generally are not realized or realizable and earned unless the following criteria are met:

- Persuasive evidence of an arrangement exists;
- Delivery has occurred or services have been rendered;
- The seller’s price to the buyer is fixed or determinable; and
- Collectivity is reasonably assured. Id.

Although phrased in general terms, these criteria provide guidance regarding revenue recognition across business models. SAB 101 provides additional guidance for revenue recognition issues facing “non-traditional” business models, including “side” agreements, timing and approval of sales agreements, consignment arrangements, “bill and hold” sales, and cancellation or termination provisions. Id. SAB 101 provides additional instruction concerning the above criteria through a series of hypothetical questions and answers. The SEC elaborated on these instructions in a Frequently Asked Questions and Answers (“FAQ”) created to address issues relating to SAB 101. Revenue Recognition in Financial Statements—Frequently Asked Questions and Answers (Oct. 26, 2001), at http://sec.gov/info/accountants/sab101faq.html. SAB 101 question number 3 specifically addresses the delivery and performance criterion and includes a discussion of channel stuffing practices. SAB 101 at 7. SAB 101 notes that where customer acceptance provisions (such as product testing or installing requirements) are included in a purchase contract, the seller “should not recognize revenue until customer acceptance occurs or the acceptance provisions lapse.” Id.

To the extent that a seller has substantially completed or fulfilled its contractual obligations, SAB 101 provides that if (i) only “inconsequential or perfunctory actions remain incomplete,” (ii) a failure to complete the actions will not result in a refund or rejection of the product, (iii) the seller has a demonstrable history of timely completing the remaining tasks, and (iv) the seller has a reliable way of estimating the costs of completing the actions (and they are accrued), then revenue may be recognized under the “substantially complete” requirements of SFAC No. 5 ¶ 83(b). SAB 101 at n.22; see also FAQ at 3 & n.5 (same).
IV. ISSUES TO BE CONSIDERED

As discussed above, the SEC, through its enforcement program and Staff pronouncements, has placed financial reporting professionals and their advisors on notice that the pulling forward of revenues must be the result of *bona fide* sales and not merely future orders camouflaged as today’s sales. Listed below are several items worthy of consideration when evaluating the merits of recognizing revenues derived from channel stuffing sales.

1. What are the understandings of the parties (both oral and written [including emails])? Does persuasive evidence of an arrangement exist?

2. Is the sales arrangement subject to further approval (e.g., by the management committee or board of directors) or execution by the buyer?

3. Are there additional written or oral agreements (e.g., side letters) related to the transaction? Providing for cancellation, termination, and return rights?

4. Is the seller’s price to the buyer fixed or determinable? Is collectivity reasonably assured?

5. Are there contingencies that may impair rights of payment or collection? Have the contingencies lapsed?

6. Are there deviations from internal accounting policies or practices (e.g., has the seller modified its normal billing and credit terms for this buyer)?

7. What are the nature of the sales or purchase agreement’s return rights? If rights of return exist (as a matter of contractual right or practice), do they satisfy FAS 48’s requirements?

8. Has title passed to the buyer upon delivery? Has the buyer assumed the risks and rewards of ownership of the products upon delivery?

9. Is the transaction a bill and hold transaction? If so, are the *Parness* criteria *(see supra* at Part II.B.) satisfied?

10. Is the seller’s price to the buyer substantially fixed or determinable at the date of the sale?
11. Has the buyer paid the seller? Has the seller retained any specific performance obligations such that the seller’s earning process is not complete?

12. Does the buyer’s obligation to the seller change in the event of theft, physical destruction, damage of the product or decline in the market value of the goods?

13. Has delivery occurred to the customer’s place of business or another site specified by the customer? Is there evidence of a formal acceptance of the product by the customer?

14. Does the agreement include customer acceptance provisions (e.g., customer rights to (i) test the delivered product; (ii) installation or activation of delivered equipment; or (iii) performance of additional services)?

15. Are there undelivered elements that are essential to the functionality of the delivered product?

V. **Sound Revenue Recognition Practices Beget Recognizable Revenues.**

There are two inescapable realities that accompany revenue recognition decisions—judgments will need to be made and could later be second guessed. Accordingly, to the extent an issuer chooses to pull forward revenue from future periods, the SEC, through its enforcement actions and Staff pronouncements, has signaled that it expects such decisions to include a thorough and detailed analysis of applicable GAAP requirements to the sales. At a minimum, the analysis should include a careful assessment of all relevant facts and circumstances surrounding a transaction, including (i) the understanding between the parties (both oral and written), (ii) the economic realities of the transaction, (iii) attention to any contingencies that may impair rights of payment or collectability and channel visibility (making reasonable estimates for sale returns difficult), and (iv) the reasons for any deviations from disclosed and undisclosed internal accounting policies. In light of the economic pressures facing corporate America, one of the best defenses available against an enforcement action (or private plaintiff’s claim) is scrupulous attention to proper revenue recognition.
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